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Dark matter candidates are one of the profound signatures of new physics, reflecting

existence of new stable particles. If such particles are charged they can bind with

ordinary electrons, forming anomalous isotopes. Severe constraints on the anomalous

hydrogen exclude new stable single charged particles, but the case of stable double

charged particles is not excluded so easily. Similar to ordinary baryonicmatter darkmatter

candidates can be in the form of neutral dark atoms in which new stable or sufficiently

long living double charged particles are bound by ordinary Coulomb interaction. In the

most simple case only negative double charged particles are bound in O-helium (OHe)

dark atoms with primordial helium. OHe hypothesis can provide the solution for puzzles of

direct dark matter searches by specifics of OHe interaction in the matter of underground

detectors. OHe interaction in the matter can lead to formation of various exotic forms

of O-nuclearities. Provided that the mass of the double charged particle is around

1.25 TeV OHe hypothesis can explain the observed positron annihilation line excess

in the galactic bulge by pair production in de-excitation of OHe atoms colliding in this

region. In the model of Walking Technicolor generation of primordial excess of negatively

charged techniparticles (over their antiparticles) can be related to the baryon asymmetry

of the Universe, giving proper relationship of baryonic and non-baryonic matter densities.

Such primordial excess may be accompanied by a subdominant excess of longliving

positively double charged techniparticles, whose decay to same sign pair of leptons can

explain the high energy cosmic positron anomaly, detected by PAMELA and AMS02. This

explanation should be confronted with the cosmic gamma ray background measured by

FERMI/LAT, what put upper limit on the mass of a decaying double charged particle. It

makes search for stable double charged particles at the LHC a direct probe for composite

dark matter hypothesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The nature of cosmological dark matter, dominating in the matter content of the modern Universe,
is related to new physics. If it consists of particles these new particles are predicted beyond the
Standard model (BSM). Such particles (see [1] for review and reference) should be stable, provide
the measured dark matter density and be decoupled from plasma and radiation at least before
the beginning of matter dominated stage. The easiest way to satisfy these conditions is to involve
neutral elementary weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs). However negative results of
WIMP searches appeal to other possible BSM solutions for the dark matter problem.
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In the list of such BSM candidates the existence of heavy
stable charged particles bound in neutral dark atoms is of special
interest. Such atoms can be bound by various new forces, but
it turns out that even stable electrically charged particles can
exist hidden in such atoms and bound by ordinary Coulomb
interactions (see [1] and references therein).

Stable particles with a single charge ± 1 are excluded due to
overproduction of anomalous isotopes. Even very small fraction
of free +1 charged particles bound with electrons leads to
overproduction of anomalous hydrogen isotopes that are severely
constrained by the experimental data. Frozen out free -1 charged
particles are captured by primordial helium nuclei, as soon as
they are produced in the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, and the
formed +1 charged ions play the same dangerous role of “nuclei”
of anomalous hydrogen isotopes.

However, there doesn’t appear such an evident contradiction
for negatively doubly charged particles.

There exist several types of BSM particle models where heavy
stable –2 charged species, O−−, are predicted:

(a) AC-leptons, predicted as an extension of the Standard
Model, based on the approach of almost-commutative (AC)
geometry [2–4].

(b) Technileptons and anti-technibaryons in the framework of
Walking Technicolor (WTC) [5–11].

(c) stable "heavy quark clusters" ŪŪŪ formed by anti-U quark
of 4th generation [12]

(d) and, finally, stable charged clusters ū5ū5ū5 of (anti)quarks ū5
of 5th family can follow from the approach, unifying spins
and charges[13].

It should be noted that the discovery and precise measurements
of Higgs boson properties that appear to be very close to
the predictions of the Standard model put severe constraints
on the models (a)-(d). These constraints lead to more
sophisticated WTC scenarios (see [14] for recent review) or
imply strong suppression of heavy quarks to 125 GeV Higgs
boson [15]. All these models also predict corresponding +2
charge particles. If these positively charged particles remain
free in the early Universe, they can recombine with ordinary
electrons in anomalous helium, which is not as much as
hydrogen but still strongly constrained in terrestrial matter.
Therefore, a cosmological scenario should provide a mechanism
which suppresses anomalous helium. There are two possible
mechanisms that can provide a suppression:

(i) The abundance of anomalous helium in the Galaxy may
be significant, but in terrestrial matter a recombination
mechanism could suppress this abundance below
experimental upper limits [3]. The existence of a new
U(1) gauge symmetry, causing new Coulomb-like long
range interactions between charged dark matter particles,
is crucial for this mechanism. This leads inevitably to the
existence of dark radiation in the form of hidden photons.

(ii) Free positively charged particles are already suppressed
in the early Universe and the abundance of anomalous
helium in the Galaxy is negligible [12]. Such a charge
asymmetric solution appeals to possible relationship

between asymmetric dark matter and baryon asymmetry of
the ordinary matter.

These two possibilities correspond to two different cosmological
scenarios of dark atoms.

The first one is realized in the scenario with AC leptons,
forming neutral AC atoms [3].

The second assumes a charge asymmetry of the O−− which
forms the atom-like states with primordial helium [12]. If new
stable species belong to non-trivial representations of the SU(2)
electroweak group, sphaleron transitions at high temperatures
can provide the relation between baryon asymmetry and excess
of -2 charge stable species, as it was demonstrated in the case of
WTC [5, 16].

After it is formed in the Standard Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN), 4He screens the O−− charged particles in composite
(4He++O−−) OHe “atoms” [12]. In all the models of OHe, O−−

behaves either as a lepton or as a specific “heavy quark cluster"
with strongly suppressed hadronic interactions.

Dark atoms offer an interesting possibility to solve the puzzles
of direct and indirect dark matter searches. Here following
Khlopov [1], Bulekov et al. [17], Gani et al. [18], and Khlopov [19]
we review main features of dark atom cosmology and possible
direct and indirect probes for its physical basis.

2. DARK ATOM COSMOLOGY

The cosmological scenario of theOHeUniverse involves only one
parameter of new physics−the mass of O−−. Such a scenario is
insensitive to the properties of O−− (except for its mass), since
the main features of the OHe dark atoms are determined by their
nuclear interacting helium shell. In the scenario of OHeUniverse,
presented below it is assumed that elastic processes dominate in
OHe-nucleus interactions.

Due to elastic nuclear interactions of its helium constituent
with nuclei in the cosmic plasma, the O-helium gas is in
thermal equilibrium with plasma and radiation on the Radiation
Dominance (RD) stage, while the energy andmomentum transfer
from plasma is effective. The radiation pressure acting on the
plasma is then transferred to density fluctuations of the O-helium
gas and transforms them in acoustic waves at scales up to the size
of the horizon.

At temperature

T < Tod ≈ 1S
2/3
3 eV (1)

the energy and momentum transfer from baryons to O-helium is
not effective [5, 12] because

nB 〈σv〉 (mp/mo)t < 1, (2)

wheremo is the mass of the OHe atom and

S3 = mo/(1 TeV).

Here

σ ≈ σo ∼ πr2o ≈ 10−25 cm2, (3)

and v =
√

2T/mp is the baryon thermal velocity. Then O-helium
gas decouples from plasma. It starts to dominate in the Universe
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after t ∼ 1012 s at T ≤ TRM ≈ 1 eV, where TRM is
the temperature at the transition from Radiation to Matter
dominated stage. At Matter dominated stage O-helium “atoms"
play the main dynamical role in the development of gravitational
instability, triggering the large scale structure formation. The
composite nature of O-helium determines the specifics of the
corresponding dark matter scenario [1].

At Radiation dominated stage, corresponding to T > TRM ,
the total massM of the OHe gas with density

ρd = (TRM/T)ρtot (4)

is equal within the cosmological horizon lh = t to

M =
4π

3
ρdt

3 =
4π

3

TRM

T
mPl(

mPl

T
)2, (5)

In the period of decoupling T = Tod, this mass depends
strongly on the O-helium mass S3 and is given by Khlopov and
Kouvaris [5]

Mod =
TRM

Tod
mPl(

mPl

Tod
)2 ≈ 2 · 1044S−2

3 g = 1011S−2
3 M⊙, (6)

where M⊙ is the solar mass. O-helium is formed only at To and
its total mass within the cosmological horizon in the period of its
creation is

Mo = Mod(Tod/To)
3 = 1037 g. (7)

On the RD stage before decoupling, the Jeans length λJ of the
OHe gas was restricted from below by the propagation of sound
waves in plasma with a relativistic equation of state p = ǫ/3,
being of the order of the cosmological horizon and equal to

λJ = lh/
√
3 = t/

√
3. (8)

After decoupling at T = Tod, it falls down to λJ ∼ vot, where
vo =

√
2Tod/mo. Though after decoupling the Jeans mass in the

OHe gas correspondingly falls down

MJ ∼ v3oMod ∼ 3 · 10−14Mod, (9)

one should expect a strong suppression of fluctuations on scales
M < Mo, as well as adiabatic damping of sound waves in the
RD plasma for scales Mo < M < Mod. It can provide some
suppression of small scale structure in the considered model
for all reasonable masses of O-helium. The significance of this
suppression and its effect on the structure formation needs a
special study in detailed numerical simulations. In any case,
it can not be as strong as the free streaming suppression in
ordinary Warm Dark Matter (WDM) scenarios, but one can
expect that qualitatively we deal with Warmer Than Cold Dark
Matter model.

Being decoupled from baryonic matter, the OHe gas does
not follow the formation of baryonic astrophysical objects (stars,
planets, molecular clouds...) and forms dark matter halos of
galaxies. It can be easily seen that O-helium gas is collisionless
for its number density, saturating galactic dark matter. Taking

the average density of baryonic matter one can also find that
the Galaxy as a whole is transparent for O-helium in spite of its
nuclear interaction. Only individual baryonic objects like stars
and planets are opaque for it.

3. DARK ATOMS AND PUZZLES OF
DIRECT DARK MATTER SEARCHES

In terrestrial matter O-helium atoms are slowed down and
cannot cause significant nuclear recoil in the underground
detectors, making them elusive in direct WIMP search
experiments (where detection is based on nuclear recoil)
such as CDMS, XENON100, LUX etc. The positive results of
DAMA experiments (see [20] for review and references) can find
in this scenario a nontrivial explanation due to a low energy
radiative capture of OHe by intermediate mass nuclei [1].

At each underground level of the terrestrial matter local
OHe concentration is determined by the equilibrium between
incoming cosmic flux and OHe diffusion toward the center
of Earth. Rapid adjustment (within an hour at the level of
underground detectors) leads to its annual modulation due to the
Earth’s motion around the Sun, reflecting the annual modulation
of the incoming cosmic flux, therefore the positive result of
DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA experiments is explained by
annual modulation in reaction of radiative capture of OHe

A+ (4He++O−−) → [A(4He++O−−)]+ γ (10)

by nuclei in DAMA detector.
The crucial point in this explanation is the existence of a

low lying energy level of OHe-nucleus bound state and annual
modulation of energy release in OHe-nucleus capture to this
level. This point needs proper quantum mechanical treatment,
which appears to be not so simple due to complication of
self-consistent treatment of interaction of helium shell of O-
helium with the nucleus. However, in the square well and wall
approximation it was shown [1] that there exists a few keV
level for intermediate mass nuclei and such level doesn’t exist
for light and heavy nuclei. The positive result of DAMA/NaI
and DAMA/LIBRA experiments follows then from annual
modulation of the rate of Na capture by OHe to the 3 keV bound
state of OHe-Na system.

This explains the negative results of the XENON100 and LUX
experiments, since there is no such level in OHe-Xe system.

The rate of OHe capture by intermediate mass nuclei is
determined by isospin violating electric dipole transition and
thus proportional to the temperature. It leads to suppression of
this effect in cryogenic detectors.

3.1. Inelastic Processes and O-Nuclearites
One should note that the nuclear physics of OHe is still in the
course of development and its basic element for a successful
and self-consistent OHe dark matter scenario is related to the
existence of a dipole Coulomb barrier, arising in the process of
OHe-nucleus interaction and providing the dominance of elastic
collisions of OHe with nuclei.
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Though OHe scenario seems to involve dominantly known
atomic and nuclear physics, there is no small parameter in
OHe-nucleus interaction. It makes the problem very complicated
as compared with ordinary atoms that have electroweakly
interacting electronic shells and strongly interacting nuclei of
much smaller size. These two features proved small parameters
in the ordinary atomic physics, which are not the case for
OHe. Indeed, the size of the He shell is equal to the size of
He nucleus and creation of barrier in OHe-nucleus interaction
should be the result of a simultaneous action of nuclear
attraction and Coulomb repulsion between He and approaching
nucleus. Qualitatively, a possibility for such a solution can be
illustrated by the following picture. At large distances Coulomb
field of nucleus polarizes OHe so that Stark-effect attraction
takes place. At some distance nuclear attraction changes the
sign of polarization, but Coulomb repulsion moves it back,
and then nuclear attraction moves He again toward nucleus
and so on. Such oscillatory behavior can provide creation of
potential barrier and this approach is now under quantitative
investigation.

This problem, which implies correct quantum mechanical
treatment, is the main open question of the composite dark
matter [21]. The lack of such a barrier and essential contribution
of inelastic OHe-nucleus processes seem to lead to inevitable
overproduction of anomalous isotopes [22]. In that case one may
need more sophisticated models retaining the ideas of dark atom
scenario, which involve more elements of new physics, as e.g.,
proposed in Wallemacq [23].

On the other hand, even strongly suppressed inelastic
processes inevitably lead to formation of anomalous isotopes due
to O−− capture by nuclei. Capture by nucleus of multiple O−−

particles can lead to existence of exotic superheavy nuclear states
of O-nuclearites [18].

In the difference from early studies of bound systems of
stable heavy negatively charged particles with nuclei [24–26] the
approach of Gani et al. [18] is concentrated on effect of multiple
O-particles capture by nuclei.

According Gani et al. [18] the most energetically favorable
multi-O-particle distribution inside the nucleus with a density
nO(r) is that follows the proton one, fully compensating the
Coulomb field. Thereby O-particles, if their number were NO ≥
A, would be re-distributed to minimize the energy, and finally
the density of O inside the atomic nucleus with radius R
becomes

nO = n0Oθ(r − R) (11)

with

nO = −2np = −2n0pθ(r − R) (12)

for O-nuclearite, that corresponds to V = const for r < R.
Here np is proton density in the nucleus that is assumed constant
inside the nucleaus. Excessive O-particles are pushed out. Thus,
constructed O-nuclearite, has the energy

E ≃ −16MeV · A < 0 (13)

and thereby for arbitrary A it proves to be absolutely stable (if O
is considered as a stable particle), till gravity is yet unimportant.

The key point here is that it is profitable to have nO(r) = 2np(r),
if there is a sufficient amount of O-particles.

Note that the value

E
O
kin < 16MeV · A (14)

and thereby the matter of the nuclearite is self-bound provided
mo > 2.3mN , wheremN is the mass of nucleon.

O-nuclearites can hardly be formed in the early Universe but
their formation is possible in stars due to O-helium capture and
the produced O-nuclearites can be released in the interstellar
space after supernova explosions. If the amount of O-particles
captured by star is sufficiently large, it can trigger collapse to black
hole and according to de Lavallaz and Fairbairn [27] provide
additional constraints on O−− particles. Such amount cannot be
captured by neutron star owing to its small size, but can be stored
at earlier stages of stellar evolution, when the star had the size of
giant or supergiant [18].

4. INDIRECT EFFECTS OF COMPOSITE
DARK MATTER

The existence of such form of matter as O-helium should lead
to a number of astrophysical signatures, which can constrain
or prove this hypothesis. One of the signatures of O-helium
can be a presence of an anomalous low Z/A component in the
cosmic ray flux. O-helium atoms that are present in the Galaxy
in the form of the dark matter can be destroyed in astrophysical
processes and free double charged particles can be accelerated as
ordinary charged particles. O-helium atoms can be ionized due
to nuclear interaction with cosmic rays or in the front of a shock
wave in the Supernova explosions, where they were effectively
accumulated during star evolution [12]. If the mechanisms of
X acceleration are effective, they might be observed in AMS02
cosmic ray experiments.

4.1. Excess of Positron Annihilation Line in
the Galactic Bulge
OHe collisions in the central part of the Galaxy lead to OHe
excitations, and de-excitations with pair production in E0
transitions can explain the excess of the positron-annihilation
line, observed by INTEGRAL in the galactic bulge [1, 16, 28].

If 2S level of O-helium is excited, its direct one-photon
transition to the 1S ground state is forbidden and the de-
excitation mainly goes through direct pair production. In
principle this mechanism of positron production can explain
the excess in positron annihilation line from the galactic
bulge, measured by the INTEGRAL experiment. Due to the
large uncertainty of DM distribution in the galactic bulge this
interpretation of the INTEGRAL data is possible in a wide range
of masses of O-helium with the minimal required central density
of O-helium dark matter at [29, 30] mo = 1.25 TeV For the
smaller values of mo on needs larger central density to provide
effective excitation of O-helium in collisions Current analysis
favors lowest values of central dark matter density, making
possible O-helium explanation for this excess only for a narrow
window around this minimal value (see Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1 | Dark matter is subdominant in the central part of Galaxy. It strongly suppresses it dynamical effect and causes large uncertainty in dark matter density

and velocity distribution. At this uncertainty one can explain the positron line excess, observed by INTERGRAL, for a wide range of mo given by the curve with

minimum at mo = 1.25 TeV. However, recent analysis of possible dark matter distribution in the galactic bulge favor minimal value of its central density. The picture is

taken with the according permission from Bulekov et al. [17].

4.2. Dark Atom Solution for High Energy
Positron Excess
In a two-component dark atom model, based on Walking
Technicolor, atom-like states, made of positive and negative
doubly charged techniparticles, is present together with the
dominant component of OHe dark atom. These techniparticle

atoms weakly interact with matter and the upper limits from

direct dark matter searches put constraints on this sparseWIMP-

like dark atom component. In WTC models positively double

charged particles may be very long living, but metastable and
their decays to pairs of same-sign leptons can explain the excess
of high-energy cosmic-ray positrons [31], found in PAMELA and
AMS02 experiments [32–35]. This explanation is possible for the
mass of decaying +2 charged particle below 1 TeV and depends
on the branching ratios of leptonic channels (see Figure 2).

Since even pure lepton decay channels are inevitably
accompanied by gamma radiation the important constraint on
this model follows from the measurement of cosmic gamma
ray background in FERMI/LAT experiment [36] (see Figure 3).
The multi-parameter analysis of decaying dark atom constituent
model determines the maximal model independent value of the
mass of decaying +2 charge particle, at which this explanation is
possible

mo < 1TeV .

One should take into account that according to Belotsky et al.
[37] even in this range hypothesis on decaying composite dark
matter, distributed in the galactic halo, can lead to gamma
ray flux exceeding the measured by FERMI/LAT. It may favor
local source of the positron component e.g., from the decays
in clumps of dark matter in vicinity of the Solar system. One
should also note an alternative non-dark-matter nature of such

a local source as a local supernova explosion two million years
ago [38].

4.3. Sensitivity of Indirect Effect of
Composite Dark Matter to the Mass of
Their Double Charged Constituents
We see that indirect effects of composite dark matter strongly
depend on the mass of its double charged constituents.

To explain the excess of positron annihilation line in the
galactic bulge mass of double charged constituent of O-helium
should be in a narrow window around

mo = 1.25 TeV. (15)

To explain the excess of high energy cosmic ray positrons
by decays of constituents of composite dark matter with
charge +2 and to avoid overproduction of gamma background,
accompanying such decays, the mass of such constituent should
be in the range

mo < 1 TeV. (16)

These predictions should be confronted with the experimental
data on the accelerator search for stable double charged particles.

5. SEARCHES FOR STABLE DOUBLE
CHARGED PARTICLES

Production of pairs of elementary stable doubly charged heavy
leptons is characterized by a number of distinct experimental
signatures that would provide effective search for them at the
experiments at the LHC and test the atom-like structure of the
cosmological dark matter. Moreover, astrophysical consequences
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FIGURE 2 | Best fit high energy positron fluxes from decaying composite dark matter in confrontation with the results of AMS02 experiment. The picture is taken with

the according permission from Bulekov et al. [17].

FIGURE 3 | Gamma ray flux accompanying the best fit high energy positron fluxes from decaying composite dark matter reproducing the results of AMS02

experiment, in confrontation with FERMI/LAT measurement of gamma ray background. The picture is taken with the according permission from Bulekov et al. [17].

of composite dark matter model can reproduce experimentally
detected excess in positron annihilation line and high energy
positron fraction in cosmic rays only if the mass of double
charged O−− particles is in the 1 TeV range. Here we discuss
following Bulekov et al. [17] confrontation of these predictions

and experimental data, as well as the current status and expected
progress in experimental searches for stable double charged
particles as constituents of composite dark matter.

A new charged massive particle with electric charge 6= 1e
would represent a dramatic deviation from the predictions of
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the Standard Model, and such a spectacular discovery would lead
to fundamental insights and critical theoretical developments.
Searches for such kind of particles were carried out in many
cosmic ray and collider experiments (see for instance review
in [39]).

In a tree approximation, such particles cannot decay to pair
of quarks due to electric charge conservation and only decays
to the same sign leptons are possible. The latter implies lepton
number nonconservation, being a profound signature of new
physics. In general, it makes such states sufficiently long-living
in a cosmological scale.

Obviously, such experiments are limited to look only for
the “long-lived” particles, which do not decay within a detector, as
opposed to truly stable particles, which do not decay at all. Since
the kinematics and cross sections for double charged particle
production processes cannot be reliably predicted, search results
at collider experiments are usually quoted as cross section limits
for a range of charges and masses for well-defined kinematic
models. In these early experiments, the mass limit was set at
the level of up to 100 GeV (see for review [39]).

5.1. Searches at Large Hadron Collider
Significant increase of beam energy at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) opens a new era in the high energy physics and
allows accessing uncharted territories of particle masses. In this
subsection the results of searches for the multi-charged particles,
performed by the ATLAS and the CMS collaborations at LHC,
will be described following Bulekov et al. [17].

Calculations of the cross sections assume that these particles
are generated as new massive spin-1/2 ones, neutral under
SU(3)C and SU(2)L.

5.1.1. ATLAS Experiment at LHC

In Run 1 (2010–2012), the ATLAS [40] collaboration at LHC
performed two searches for long-lived multi-charged particles,
including the double charged particles: one search with 4.4 fb−1

of data collected in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV [41], and another

one with 20.3 fb−1 collected at
√
s = 8 TeV [42].

Both these searches feature particles with large transverse
momentum values, traversing the entire ATLAS detector.
An energy loss of a double charged particle is by a factor of
q2 = 4 higher than that of single charged particle. Such particles
will leave a very characteristic signature of high ionization in
the detector.More specifically, the searches look for particles with
anomalously high ionization on their tracks in three independent
detector subsystems: silicon pixel detector (Pixel) and transition
radiation tracker (TRT) in the ATLAS inner detector, and
monitoring drift tubes (MDT) in the muon system.

The estimate of the expected background originating from
the SM processes and providing input into the signal region
D was calculated to be 0.013 ± 0.002(stat.) ± 0.003(syst.)
events.

No events with double charged particles were found
in neither 2011 or 2012 experimental data sets, setting
the lower mass limits to 430 and 660 GeV, respectively, at
95% CL. The comparison of observed cross-section upper

limits and theoretically predicted cross-sections is shown in
Figure 4.

5.1.2. CMS Experiment at LHC

In parallel to the ATLAS experiment, the CMS [43] collaboration
at LHC performed a search for double charged particles, using
5.0 fb−1 of data collected in pp collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV and

18.8 fb−1 collected at
√
s = 8 TeV [44].

Comparison between observed upper cross section limits and
theoretically predicted cross section values for the 8 TeV is
shown in Figure 5.

For the 8 TeV search, themass limit of 665 GeVwas obtained.
This result (within uncertainties) is very close to the ATLAS limit
of 660 GeV for the 8 TeV data set. Also, CMS treated the results
obtained at 7 and 8 TeV as combined. This allowed to push
the lower mass limit to 685 GeV at 95% CL. A combination of
the results of two experiments for 8 TeV would mean an increase
of statistics by a factor of 2. Having said that, one can conclude
that the mass limit based on the results of both experiment for
double charged particles can be set at the level of about 730 GeV.

5.2. What One Expects From LHC Run 2
Following the discussion of the prospects of searches for multi-
charged particles in ATLAS and CMS experiments in Bulekov
et al. [17], it may be concluded that each of these two experiments
will be able to set a lower mass limit on the double charged
particles at m = 1000± 50 GeV. Going further and considering
the data taking periods of ATLAS and CMS until the end of Run
2 (end of 2018), one can estimate according to Bulekov et al. [17]
a low limit on the double charged particles mass corresponding
to the Run 2 data set. Several assumptions were made in these
speculations [17]:

• by the end of 2018, ATLAS and CMS will each record about
120 fb−1 of

√
s = 13 TeV data;

FIGURE 4 | Observed 95% CL cross-section upper limits and theoretical

cross-sections as functions of the multi-charged particles mass. Again,

the double charged particles are denoted as “z = 2” (red points and lines).

The picture is taken with the according permission from Bulekov et al. [17].
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FIGURE 5 | Observed 95% CL cross-section upper limits and theoretical

cross-sections as functions of the multi-charged particles mass in CMS search

at the
√
s = 8 TeV. The double charged particles are denoted as “|Q| = 2e”.

The picture is taken with the according permission from Bulekov et al. [17].

• signal efficiency will remain at a present level in both
experiments, without being compromised by high detector
occupancy or any other effects;

• no double charged particle candidates will be in observed in
the first place.

Considering all of the above, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations
may each be expected to set the lower mass limits at the level of
1.2 TeV based on their analyses of the entire 13 TeV data set.
If these two experiments combined their independently gathered
statistics together for this kind of search, the limits would go as
high as up to 1.3 TeV [17].

6. CONCLUSIONS

Dark Matter that is considered to be electrically neutral,
potentially can be formed by stable heavy charged particles
bound in neutral atom-like states by Coulomb attraction.
Analysis of the cosmological data and atomic composition
of the Universe gives the constrains on the particle charge
showing that only -2 charged constituents, being trapped
by primordial helium in neutral O-helium states, can avoid
the problem of overproduction of the anomalous isotopes
of chemical elements, which are severely constrained by
observations.

Cosmological model of O-helium dark matter can even
explain puzzles of direct dark matter searches. This explanation
involves minimal number of parameters of new physics, being
based on known laws of quantum mechanics and atomic and
nuclear physics. However, we have seen that the nontrivial

features of OHe-nucleus interaction still leave open the crucial
question on the existence and effect of dipole potential barrier
in this interaction. Such barrier provides dominance of elastic
processes in OHe interaction with matter and existence of
shallow potential well in OHe interaction with intermediate mass
nuclei. Existence of a 3 keV level in such a well in OHe-Na
interaction and annual modulation of energy release due to
capture to this level can explain positive result of DAMA/NaI and
DAMA/LIBRA experiments, as well as absence of such signal in
other detectors.

O-helium hypothesis inevitably leads to existence of
anomalous nuclear isotopes, in which single O−− is
captured, or to exotic states of O-nuclearites with multiple
O-particles in nuclei. Search for such anomalous form of
nuclear matter extends the set of probes for dark-atom
hypothesis.

The crucial problem of OHe scenario is the nuclear physics of
OHe. Though it involves only known atomic and nuclear physics
the proper quantum mechanical treatment is very complicated
in the lack of small parameters in the problem of OHe-nucleus
interaction. Such treatment should also take into proper account
simultaneous action of Coulomb and nuclear forces on He
from the approaching nucleus. There is a hint to solve this
problem and the development of the quantitative analysis is
under way. As soon as this problem is solved all the richness of the
astrophysical features of OHe scenario will find proper physical
basis (see e.g., [45]).

OHe hypothesis can also explain observed excess of positron
annihilation line in the galactic bulge and high energy positron
fraction of cosmic rays. Such explanation implies upper limits on
the mass of a double charged constituents within 1 TeV range,
challenging their searches at the LHC.

Stable charge -2 states (O−−) can be elementary like AC-
leptons or technileptons, or look like technibaryons. The latter,
composed of techniquarks, reveal their structure at much higher
energy scale and should be produced at colliders and accelerators
as elementary species. They can also be composite like “heavy
quark clusters” ŪŪŪ formed by anti-U quark in one of the
models of fourth generation [12] or ū5ū5ū5 of (anti)quarks ū5 of
stable 5th family in the approach [13].

In the context of composite dark matter scenario accelerator
search for stable doubly charged leptons acquires the meaning
of direct critical test for existence of charged constituents of
cosmological dark matter.

The signature for AC leptons and techniparticles is unique and
distinctive what allows to separate them from other hypothetical
exotic particles. Composite dark matter models can explain
observed excess of high energy positrons and gamma radiation
in positron annihilation line at the masses of O−− in the range of
1 TeV, it makes search for double charged particles in this range
direct experimental test for these predictions of composite dark
matter models.

Test for composite O−− can be only indirect: through the
search for heavy hadrons, composed of single U or Ū and light
quarks (similar to R-hadrons).

The ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the Large Hadron
Collider are searching for the double charged particles
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since 2011. The most stringent results achieved so far
exclude the existence of such particles up to their mass
of 680 GeV. This value was obtained by both ATLAS
and CMS collaborations independently. It is expected that
if these two collaborations combine their independently
gathered statistics of LHC Run 2 (2015–2018), the lower
mass limit of double charged particles could reach the level
of about 1.3 TeV. It can provide severe test for composite
dark matter origin of possible indirect effects of dark
matter.

One can conclude that signatures of composite dark
matter provide an extensive set of direct and indirect
probes challenging their physical and astrophysical
test.
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